
E-Messaging Solutions 
to provide next generation document
messaging services.

E-Messaging Solutions Limited (www.emessaging.co.uk) provides software products and
consulting, managing and development services for document and mobile messaging systems.
With over ten years experience in the messaging field, Its list of clients includes Allen & Overy,
Virgin Atlantic Airways, Pertemps Group, Williams F1, Cadbury Schweppes and The National
Archives. When one of its clients required a large-scale conversion of documents into searchable
PDF files for archiving, E-Messaging Solutions found that OCR technology from ABBYY could
enable this by integration its own suite. This then allowed the company to service its existing
clients and to open up new service and product offerings to create new revenue streams.

Challenge: Managing data for enhanced communications
“In document messaging applications it is often necessary to convert scanned documents into
an editable or searchable form,” explains Steve Warner, Director at E-messaging Solutions.
“This is either for archiving, or for moving to a user’s desktop for subsequent editing.”

The move to integrate OCR into E-Messaging Solutions’ portfolio was driven initially by its
customers, with a demand for services that convert large documents to searchable PDF for
storage in Lotus Domino.doc. The company began looking for an OCR technology provide that
could offer a wide range of input and output formats, Multi-language support and, most
importantly, extensive integration capability as part of the Software Developer’s Kit (SDK) 

“We were not looking to use normal client software, but instead wanted to achieve a reliable and
high quality SDK to integrate the OCR function into our own products,” continues Warner.
“ABBYY’s software was being used by some other significant software providers, and had a
good reputation for it’s reliability and ease of use for developers. We therefore obtained an
evaluation SDK of ABBYY FineReader Engine and found the results were optimal.” 

In a world of technology where communication keeps us in-touch, up to date
and informed; efficient and accurate management of information is crucial.
E-Messaging Solutions’ Director Steve Warner explains how integrating
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) technology from ABBYY into its products
has enabled massive productivity gains in document handling and creates
opportunities for new service offerings.

E-Messaging Solutions
E-Messaging Solutions
provides products and
services for document and
mobile messaging systems. 
E-Messaging Solutions
provides a complete range
of services extending from
consultancy to complete
project implementations,
custom development and
full operational management
of delivered systems. 
Not only can they advise on
the selection and
implementation of document
scanner solutions,
document format conversion
applications, network fax
server selection and
implementation they design
and implement complete
solutions in the areas of
document messaging,
document archiving and
mobile messaging. This
includes custom application
development and system
software development, along
with integration of standard
software products.  This is
complemented by the
company’s experience in
mobile messaging, which
provides a unique capability
to advise on any aspect of
integrating mobile telephone
communications with your
business applications. 
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Solution: ABBYY FineReader 7.1 Engine – The most comprehensive SDK for data capture and document conversion 
ABBYY’s most recent edition of its FineReader Engine platform is the most comprehensive data capture and document recognition and
conversion SDK available to the developer market. It is built upon more than 10 years of ABBYY’s knowledge and experience in
developing technologies needed for high-end multi-language data capture, document recognition, and conversion systems. In addition
to OCR, ICR and other recognition technologies, it also offers document layout analysis, PDF conversion, and forms processing (for
both fixed and semi-structured forms).
FineReader 7.1 Engine offers data capture and document conversion tools in one toolkit so that developers benefit from a single,
efficient environment. In addition, FineReader Engine’s modular approach in its run-time licenses ensures that developers only pay for
the technology used in the end application. 

FineReader Engine is flexible enough to support development of an application of any architecture and scale. Developers can create a
client workstation designed from scratch, build a server-based solution, or integrate FineReader technologies into an existing
application. E-messaging Solutions has two products into which the ABBYY software has been integrated, each of them serving a
different market segment.

“Our Document Gateway Server supports large numbers of network scanners,” comments Warner. “It provides intelligent scanning,
document routing and archiving, integration with central fax servers, and the OCR part is ABBYY’s FineReader Engine. The software is
integrated into the products at server level so that the user interface remains unchanged for our customers. They can have the
benefits of accurate and reliable OCR without needing to know the technicalities of what’s going on in the background.”

The Document Gateway Server has developed steadily as a result of a number of customer projects and supports major document
management systems such Microsoft SharePoint and Lotus Domino Document Manager.  Since the development of this product, E-
Messaging Solutions has worked on the creation of The Document Connector, a client application for the SME market, that will
provide scanning, data extraction by ABBYY’s OCR technology where necessary, routing and logging using a simple wizard. It is
designed to be ‘error free’ and will require no user training. 

“We incorporated run-time versions of the ABBYY software in both products,” continues Warner. “It simply requires the customer to
have a licence which we supply. Our software installs the ABBYY software automatically. The user does not see the OCR process, and
takes no decisions. The OCR is automatic, and the user is simply presented with the extracted data for verification, or a full document
in Word, Excel or searchable PDF for desktop use.”

With ABBYY’s developer centric SDK, Warner says that integrating the OCR element was very straightforward and took just a few
weeks. As E-Messaging Solutions is one of the first companies to be using ABBYY’s new edition of FineReader Engine, it is anticipated
that the forms-based OCR capability – notably FlexiCapture, the capability to process unstructured or semi-structured forms – will be
an important element of E-Messaging Solutions’ new Document Connector product as it is developed.

Benefits: 
“OCR provides significant productivity advantages for people handling documents,” says Warner. “Without the OCR, they either have
to re-type documents to allow editing or to extract data from every document scanned and type it into boxes on the screen – in which
case there is plenty of scope for error.”

According to Warner, instead of spending time and money on large centralised projects, many companies want to implement quick
low cost departmental solutions in order to give them real benefits quickly. The Document Connector with ABBYY’s OCR, database
output, search and retrieve tools will provide this. 

The company’s clients have experienced significant time and productivity savings through using OCR for example where contracts and
personnel information are turned into searchable PDFs and stored in Lotus Domino.doc. They can then be subsequently retrieved
using a keyword search. Other examples included situations where documents at network scanners are converted to Word, Excel or
PDF (format) for return to the user’s mailbox (via Microsoft Exchange). ‘Soft’ buttons on the network scanner allow the user to select
the required option, and access to the Exchange address book allows selection of the destination.

Warner concludes, “As OCR has improved in quality and forms-based processing has become more reliable, the role of OCR in
handling and archiving documents has become greater. We see the ABBYY OCR software playing and important role in the future of
our document handling business.”


